HSC: History Extension

HSC History Extension Student Tips

High achieving Extension History students share their top tips for completing an outstanding major project.

The essays presented on this page were prize winners in HTANSW’s annual Extension Essay Prize and were originally published in HTANSW’s quarterly journal Teaching History.
Caitlin's Top Tip
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Elizabeth's Top Tip
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Emily's Top Tip
Mehak’s Top Tip

Prize winning essays

2015: An Evaluation of the Re-Emergence of the Longue Durée and its Implications for the Twenty-First Century  [5]


2014: Photographs are the popular historicism of our era; they confer nothing less than reality itself. (Alan Trachtenberg) [8]

2014: The Democratisation of the Macedonian Question [9]

2018: Archaeological Silence: Assess the impact of androcentricism within the historiography of Viking women. [10]


2018: Holocaust Revisionism: The Implications of Poland's Criminalisation of Holocaust Complicity [12]

2018: Is the public history museum an appropriate forum for contemporary historical debate? The "Enola Gay" Exhibit: A Case Study [13]